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Saxby’s Cider 20lt Bag in Box Ciders
4 x Blackcurrant
Saxby’s Original Cider blended with blackcurrant juice. This
is our classic take on cider and black – bold and bursting
with flavour. Real cider. Real blackcurrant from
Herefordshire.

3.7%

5 x Cloudy Rhubarb
Saxby’s Cloudy Rhubarb Cider is blended with real Yorkshire
rhubarb giving a subtle sweet finish.

3.5%

2 x Plum
Saxby’s Plum cider has been blended with plum juice, the
result is a mouth-watering medley of mists and mellow
fruitfulness.

3.8%

4 x Original
Saxby’s Original cider uses a blend of cider and dessert
apples. This is a well-balanced, crisp medium cider with a
fresh zingy start and a wonderful appley finish.

5.0%

6 x Traditional
Saxby’s Traditional Cider is a medium dry cider, with a long
flavour with oaky notes and definitely very moreish!

5.8%

4 x Mulled
When it’s cold outside, Saxby’s Mulled Cider is perfect! Just
heat it gently to release the appley flavour and rich, spicy
aromas of cardamom, cinnamon and star anise. It’s also
great served cold.

4.0%

4 x Cloudy Strawberry
A fantastic summer cider. Saxby's Original cider blended
with strawberry juice.

3.8%

Thistly Cross Cider Company 20lt Bag in Box Ciders
3 x Thistly Cross Whisky
A sweet apple and smokey whiskey aroma. Dry, slightly
smokey and apple flavour. Bitter sweet finish.

6.9%

Mr Whiteheads 20lt Bag in Box Ciders
2 x Rum Cask
Mr Whitehead's have made this strong medium cider with a
kick. Made with a mixture of apples including Cox & Russet.

7%

1 x Equinox
Light and easy drinking, Equinox is a thirst quenching
summer tipple. Sitting comfortably in our range as a
Medium cider, it has both dry and sweet qualities, coupled
with a strength that makes it an excellent session cider.

4.5%

Biddenden Cider 20lt Bag in Box Ciders
3 x Bushels
Our strong, still cider is created using the traditional Barnes'
family recipe produced using a blend of Kentish culinary &
dessert apples.

6%

1 x Dry
A strong, still cider created using the traditional Barnes'
family recipe produced using a blend of Kentish culinary &
dessert apples.

8.4%

Snails Bank 20lt Bag in Box Ciders
4 x Pig Squeal
Named after the delightful sound of pigs when they come
across some wind fall apples!!Like those pigs this is full of
character. A rich bronze cider that is smooth as it is tasty.
Beautifully balanced with a satisfyingly rounded finish.

7%

3 x Apple & Ginger
A clear and refreshing medium cider pepped up with
freshly ground root ginger for a fiery kick!!

4%

Original Cider Company 20lt Bag in Box Ciders
3 x Broadoak KB
Dry full bodied copper coloured cider made from West
Country apples including the famous Kingston Black.

7.5%

2 x Broadoak Crimson King
Dry fruity full bodied plum colour with pleasing apple
aroma.

6%

2 x Broadoak Old Bristolian
medium cider strong and packed full of flavour.

7.5%

1 x Broadoak Perry

Sweet but incredibly refreshing perry with a glorious freshtasting pear flavour and a wonderful pear aroma.

7.5%

3 x Applejack Bristol Port
A fruity colourful cider with a delicious apple taste. Medium
sweet.

6%

1 x Rum & Raisin
A Moonshine premium cider has been infused with rum and
raisin invoking the flavours of the warm and sunny West
lndies. A classy cider and very drinkable.

4%

2 x Bootleg Moonshine
Strong and very drinkable with a crisp refreshing taste and
little evidence of alcoholic content.

7.5%

3 x Broadoak
A rich and fruity rustic cider bursting with a dry apple
flavour.

6%

Gwatkin 20lt Bag in Box Ciders
1 x Yarlington
Smooth and rich with a spirit aroma and taste that
resonates with the taste buds to surprise and delight. Would
be an excellent substitute for a dessert wine.

7.5%

1 x Norman Cider
The Norman Cider apple, as the name suggests, was
imported from Normandy in France. There are half a dozen
varieties of the same name, which vary in size and shape,
but many of them share the same flavour. The trees are
commonly found in Herefordshire and the bordering
counties, as well as in the South of England. The apple is
popular with traditional cider makers because the juice
ferments quickly, producing pleasant, medium cider.

7.5%

2 x No Bull
No Bull Medium Cider is orange-brown in colour and has an
appley aroma together with some vanilla tones. A smooth
but sweet toffee-apple taste leads to mild tannins on the
aftertaste and a rounded finish. An easy-to drink medium
sweet cider that would appeal to most cider drinkers.

4.5%

2 x Game Cock
The Game Cock cider, like the bird is hardy and dauntless
in character and won’t take long to ruffle your feathers.
Game Cock Sweet Cider is light-brown in colour with rich
fresh apple aromas. Sweet-tasting with mild tannins
appearing in the aftertaste.

4.5%

1 x Squeal Pig
Very pale straw in colour with sweet citrus notes in the
aroma. A clean-tasting, very refreshing perry

.5%

Dorset Nectar 20lt Bag in Box Ciders
1 x Medium Organic Cider
A smooth, elegant cider with a hint of oranges, the
glamorous star amongst our award winning ciders.

5%

Gwynt Y Ddraig 20lt Bag in Box Ciders
21 x Welsh Warrior

Produced from a blend of our more mature ciders, usually
from the past two years. The result is a cider with a full
depth of colour, a matured flavour with a smooth,
balanced finish.

6%

1 x Fiery Fox
Golden medium cider with a refreshing apple aroma.
Smooth balanced flavour that has a fresh, crisp sharpness.

6.5%

2 x Farmhouse Pyder
An out of the ordinary blend of apple and pear juice
fermented and matured in wood.

6%

4 x Two Tree’s Perry
A pale, fruity perry with an aroma of fruit and a hint of
honey on the palate.

4.5%

2 X Ancient Warrior
A true traditional farmhouse dry cider made in homage to
our friends on the home farm in Wales.

6.5%

2 x Black Dragon
Renowned and award winning cider rich in colour, body
and flavour with a fresh, fruity aroma.

7.2%

1 x Dog Dancer
Produced from bittersweet cider apples blended with a
true sharp cider apple, it is a light straw coloured cider with
a medium dry, smooth, crisp, slightly sharp characteristic.

6.5%

2 x Celtic Warrior
Gwynt Y Ddraig's warrior with a softer side - this sweet cider is
mellow and refreshing.

5.5%

Thirsty Farmer 20lt Bag in Box Ciders
2 x Thirsty Farmer Strawberry
Thirsty Farmer has been combined with delicious
strawberries to create a craft cider with a hint of summer.
Golden in colour with a slight red hue, this cider has a
gentle soft fruit aroma that delivers a delicate sweetness
with a hint of strawberry flavour that works perfectly with
the Thirsty Farmer apple zing to create a mouth-watering
summer drink.

4%

2 x Thirsty Farmer Blackcurrant
Sweet and juicy blackcurrants are blended with our
traditional cider to create a refreshing, thirst quenching
drink with a depth of colour and a light floral aroma. Sharp
apple works in harmony with ripe, flavoursome
blackcurrants to produce a sweet, well balanced and
delicately flavoured cider.

4%

3 x Thirsty Farmer Lemon & Lime
A unique exciting Cider that delivers aromatic citrus notes
to take you on a journey, where the climate is warm and
invigorating!

4%

Lilley’s Cider 20lt Bag in Box Ciders
2 x Lemon & Ginger
This unfiltered medium dry cider has been expertly blended
to bring out the zing of the lemon and ginger. Great served
cold or warm, this cider is a great winter warmer.

4%

5 x Somerset Scrumpy Medium Dry
Made with a blend of bittersweet cider apples, this is a very
traditional unfiltered cider. Perfect for those that like a
medium Somerset cider. Full-bodied and full of character.

6%

4 x Mulled Cider
A quality medium cider made from a blend of bittersweet
& medium apples. This unfiltered cider is smooth and
mellow with a hint of rum.

4%

4 x Elderflower
Crisp Somerset cider infused with heavenly elderflower
which creates this refreshing and luxurious clean delicate
cider. Floral hints above the apple notes give a unique
taste.

4%

2 x Dark Cider
Dark cider a truly mystical cider 100 % apple quite dark in
colour with a slight caramel flavour.

7.5%

1 x Wild Dog
A traditional vintage cider left alone to ferment ad mature
creating a more wild and rustic cider, then sweetened
back to medium. Packed full of Somerset character.

7.5%

1 x Fire Dancer
A traditional cloudy cider, with a rich rosy colour. This cider
has been packed full of apples to really allow the taste to
come through.

4.5%

1 x Sunset
A rich and fruity rustic cider bursting with apple flavour.

6%

3 x Gladiator
This strong rustic cider with its roman flair has everything.
Well rounded, fruity, packed full of flavour and
intoxicatingly easy to drink for an 8.5% medium cider.

8.5%

9 x Rhubarb
We have expertly blended our crisp Somerset cider & tangy
rhubarb to make this taste sensation. Sweet & full of
rhubarb flavour with a tart edge to it.

4%

1 x Lemon & Lime
A refreshing blend of tangy citrus fruits and crisp Somerset
cider to awaken your taste buds. A real taste of summer.

4%

1 x Strawberry
A sweet berry burst which sublimely compliments the
refreshing bite of apple in this moreish, juicy cider.

4%

2 x Crazy Goat
A medium sweet mix of perry and cider expertly blended
giving it a mouth-watering juicy flavour.

6.8%

1 x Pear & Raspberry
A fruity delight with a sharp bite of raspberry. This is a perry
we have blended with raspberry juice to make a refreshing
drink whether rain or shine.

4%

2 x Red Rabbit
A rich and fruity rustic cider bursting with apple flavour.
Cloudy and medium dry.

6%

4 x Bee Sting
A traditional vintage cider left alone to ferment ad mature
creating a more wild and rustic cider, then sweetened
back to medium. Packed full of Somerset character.

7.5%

2 x Apple & Blackberry
We have expertly blended our crisp Somerset cider with
apple and blackberry juice to create this wonderfully fruity
and sweet drink. Conjuring memories of apple and
blackberry crumbles.

4%

2 x Pickled Parrot
This traditional perry is naturally cloudy and full of flavour. It
is of medium sweetness with just a hint of acidity making it
gloriously smooth and well balanced perry.

6%

20 x Mango
An aromatic sweet cider expertly blended with exotic
mango to create a mouth watering tropical flavour.

4%

1 x Captain Rum
A quality medium cider made from a blend of bittersweet
& medium apples. This unfiltered cider is smooth and
mellow with a hint of rum.

4%

1 x Apples & Pears
Made from 88% pear and 12% apple. Sweet in flavour with
a mouth-watering almost exotic taste.

5.3%

2 x Somerset Scrumpy Dry
A rich and fruity rustic cider bursting with apple flavour.

6%

6 x Merry Monkey Scrumpy
A medium scrumpy made with unfiltered bittersweet apple, full of
character with a rich appley flavour.

4.5%

Weston’s Ciders 20lt Bag in Box Traditional Ciders
Rosie’s Pig
All the heritage and traditional values of Old Rosie at a
lower ABV.A cloudy medium dry cider.

4.8%

Henry Weston’s Family Reserve
This medium still cider compliments any meal. Its well
balanced fruity flavour is smooth and mellow with a clean
apple finish, leaving the mature taste of bittersweet apples
on the palate. This is filtered to be clear and bright.

5%

Weston’s Old Rosie
This still cider is allowed to settle out naturally after
fermentation resulting in a truly old fashioned, full flavoured,
appley, cloudy scrumpy, with a well balanced medium dry
character.

7.3%

Weston’s Herefordshire Country Perry
A still Perry, made from locally grown Perry pears, fully,
matured in old oak vats. It develops an exquisite, delicate,
light and fruity character, softly floral with a naturally pale
colour.

Weston’s Flat Tyre

4.5%

(10lt)

Medium-sweet, cloudy, and slowly matured still cider made
from freshly pressed apples, paired with a refreshing infusion
of rhubarb juice. The well balanced, fruity taste and tart
finish provides a deliciously moreish cider. Best served
chilled. Suitable for vegetarians, vegans and coeliacs.

4%

Weston’s Handbrake (10lt)
Medium-sweet, cloudy, and slowly matured still cider made
from Herefordshire apples and a generous helping of fruity
damson juice. Hints of cherry and hedgerow fruits, paired
with a sharp finish makes for a perfectly easy drinking drop,
best served chilled. Suitable for vegetarians, vegans and
coeliacs.

4%

Weston’s Rusty Wheel (10lt)
Freshly pressed cloudy cider with a fruity and impactful
addition of cherry flavours. Slowly matured and left
unfiltered, this cider is medium-sweet taste, and brings
nostalgic notes of cherry drops with a great depth of
flavour. Suitable for vegetarians, vegans and coeliacs.

5.2%

Thatcher’s Cider 20lt Traditional Ciders
Cheddar Valley
With its distinctive orange hues, this smooth, robust, naturally
cloudy cider is a Somerset tradition. For those who like oakaged cider medium dry, our cider makers choose apples
including Tremlett’s Bitter for its tannins, while Dabinett
brings a rich, full body.

6%

Traditional
Stan’s Trad is Stan Thatcher’s traditional cider. Mellow from
the time it spends in our oak vats, naturally hazy from the
bittersweet apples carefully chosen for the blend, and full
on flavour.

6%

Big Apple
Crafted from vintage bittersweet apples including
Tremlett’s, Dabinett and Somerset Redstreak. Stan’s Big
Apple is a traditional cider full of flavour and big on
personality. Medium dry, this still cider bursts with apple
flavours and has a depth of character that only comes
from generations of experience.

5%

